Hey there, La Bamba is a great choice, you’ll love playing it and others will love listening to it 😊 It is also perfectly suited for beginners, and will help develop your guitar skills. Work at that F major and chord changes, it'll come with time and practice, trust me.

If you missed the video guitar lesson, make sure you watch it here: http://www.theguitarlesson.com/premium-guitar-lessons/electric-guitar/la-bamba-guitar-lesson-los-lobos

**Chords**

![C major chord diagram]

![F major chord diagram]

![G major chord diagram]

![G major chord diagram](expanded)

![F major chord diagram](expanded)
Tabs

Intro (first 3 notes) and main section

Remember to play the intro notes just once, than loop the rest of the line from there on.

Chorus chords
2nd guitar during chorus

Have fun, practice a lot and I’ll see you in the next lesson!

Tom Fontana

And remember:

- Check out the rest of our beginner guitar lessons as well, all of our guitar lessons on songs were designed to improve your guitar skills through playing popular songs.
- When you feel like learning a bit more theory, have a look at the guitar theory section of the site.
- Our partners regularly offer our members considerable savings on guitars and accessories, so remember to browse our guitar store if you need something.